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Application for Registration oi Historical Landmark

Name oi proposed landmark
Kentucky Ridge Mine Site

L0cation_ Near the end of Lune Lobo Trail, at 10515 Lone Lobo Trail, Nevada City,
CA 95959. (plaque |or;alion,GPS10S ose1 11: x 4a4s11m)
Plaque location is near the residence of Craig and Laura Fiohrsen.

Name of applicantj Craig Fiohrsen

Addressil 0615 Lone Lobo Trail, Nevada City, CA 95959

Home or work phone cell phone_

Name and address oi landowner upon whose property proposed landmark

ls located, if owner ls not applicant

I authorize the placing oi a plaque or marker on site.

U1,” ts’/7 /z/
Landowne signature 'Date

2014 rev.



Brief history and description of proposed landmark
(attach additional sheets as necessary)

Kentucky Ridge Mine Site

From 1851-1852, the Kentucky Ridge Mine was the largest enterprise in
California operated by enslaved Black labor. During gold rush days,
Nevada County had a significant Black population. Most were free, but
even though California had entered the Union as a free state, some were
enslaved before the Civil War. Gold was first discovered on this property in
early 1851. By October, Colonel William F. English brought with him from
Florida and South Carolina about 40 slaves to operate the gold mine. He
was one of over a dozen slave owners in Nevada County. The mine failed
after English was killed i|'\ a gun accident on August 27, 1852, and the
Black mine workers gradually moved into the towns. They raised
families, practiced their trades, opened business, and advocated for
civil rights throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries. The husband of
one of them, Isaac Sanks, afreed Black man, became a religious leader.
businessman and newspaper reporter who helped gain Blacks the right to
serve on juries and the right to vote by 1870. He is believed to have been
the first Black to run for public office in California, when he ran for Grass
Valley town trustee in 1870.

see additional, atmried

Unique aspects or properties ol proposed landmark

Very few people in Nevada County are aware that this business venture
employed enslaved people that were owned by William F. English in 1851
and 1852. Still fewer people are aware that many of the enslaved people in
California had to purchase their own freedom. Few people are aware that
William English was one of over a dozen slave owners in Nevada County at
the time. Admirably, these enslaved people later became free men and
women, respected and trusted members of our early communities. This
part of our history regrettably tends to been forgotten. It is time to tell the
story of the enslaved people of the Kentucky Ridge Mine and Nevada
County during the 185O‘s. See ddllloil i|lGl;Pi9d....

2014 rev.



How will the landmark be protected and maintained?

The historic plaque proposed location is located adjacent to Craig and
Laura H0hrsen’s home. It is also located on a privately maintained road
with minimal tralfic.

Bibliography. Cite or attach available books, records, articles or other
materials pertaining to the proposed landmark.
Books and articles: “Please see attached”

Historical or civil records: (e.g., ownership, assessments etc.)

Other: (e.g. photographs, prints or drawings. Please list and attach
separately)

l\ ' ,1 ,. D/71» 17/1/11
Applicant’ ignature ' date

2014 rev.
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The Kentucky Ridge Mine 

Summary and Timeline 
 

Linda K. Jack 
November 17, 2020 

 
 

In 1851-52 the Kentucky Ridge Mine between Newtown and Rough and Ready in Nevada 
County was part of the most ambitious and highly capitalized slave-based enterprise in 
California.   The enterprise was the vision of Colonel William F. English (1807-1852).   It was 
comprised of mining in Nevada County and shipping and retail operations in San Francisco.  Due 
to English’s accidental death at age forty-five on August 27, 1852 the enterprise was short-lived.  
 
English was born in South Carolina to maternal and paternal families that were affluent cotton 
planters that used enslaved labor on their plantations.  By 1838 English had moved to what was 
then territorial Florida.  There he served in the territorial legislature and militia where he 
reached the rank of Colonel.   He would use the title throughout his lifetime.  After Florida 
gained statehood in 1848, he served in the state legislature and militia.  English engaged in a 
number of businesses in the Florida Keys, and had a plantation on the mouth of the Miami 
River-now the city of Miami-that was worked by around 100 enslaved people.  
 
In the summer of 1849 renewed fighting between the Seminole and white settlers in the Miami 
area drove the white settlers south to Key West.   The intersection of that outbreak and the 
discovery of gold in California likely influenced English’s decision to go to the gold fields while 
the Federal Army and Navy made a concerted effort to subdue the Seminole.   
 
In late 1849 English commissioned the construction of a steamship in Philadelphia, the 
Commodore Stockton, to transport himself, other Southern planters and their enslaved people 
to California to mine for gold.  The Philadelphia press reported that there were men and 
women enslaved by English on board working on the interior of the ship. 1  The Commodore 
Stockton was launched in January 1850,  but English delayed his departure  to learn whether 
California would be admitted to the Union as a free or slave state.  In spite of California’s 
admission as a free state on September 9, 1850, English proceeded on his journey.  The 
Commodore Stockton departed Philadelphia for its trip around The Horn on November 1, 1850.    
The steamship arrived in San Francisco on April 20, 1851.  The thirty-six “unidentified” people in 
steerage were likely his enslaved workforce.2  
 

 
1 Public Ledger, October 29, 1850, p. 2. 
2 https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/49066/images/FLHG_SanFranciscoShipPL2-

0150?ssrc=&backlabel=Return&rc=602%2C529%2C789%2C575%3B705%2C1329%2C807%2C1374&pId=120664 
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In 1851 there were numerous press reports of gold discoveries on the Kentucky Ridge between 
Newtown & Rough and Ready, which may have piqued English’s interest in that area. 3  I have 
yet to determine exactly how soon English and his enslaved laborers arrived in Nevada County 
or when he acquired the mine, but an article in the Nevada Journal on October 23, 1851 
reported that by that date William F. English had acquired the Kentucky Ridge Mine, and had a 
“Chilean process quartz mill in operation.”4  Writing some sixteen years later, Edwin F. Bean 
elaborated on the acquisition reporting that a ledge was struck on the Kentucky Ridge by 
“[Guy?] Abel” and Porter” and a large amount of rock was taken out.  They contracted with 
William F. English to build a quartz mill with “two large-sized Chile mill wheels and pan driven 
by water power with a capacity of reducing about two or two and a half tons in twenty-four 
hours.”  Bean went on to write about litigation-that I have yet to find-and that the “affair 
proved a failure, and was disastrous to all parties concerned.”5   Writing more generally about 
the area Bean described the Kentucky Ridge boom as a “bubble” that left miners and investors 
“flat broke.” 6   
 
English was just one of over a dozen enslavers in Nevada County in the early 1850s, and 
Southerners were the most powerful force in the state legislature during those early years.   So, 
perhaps it is not surprising that I have yet to find any contemporary reports, or public concern 
expressed locally about the enslaved labor force that worked the mine.  Four of the enslaved 
people, who were English family slaves from South Carolina and Florida, came to California with 
the understanding that they would work for eighteen months in exchange for their freedom.  
English had also purchased additional slaves in Georgia where he had business and family 
connections.  My best estimate is that between 30-45 enslaved people were on the mine site, 
including women and children.  Five of men were enslaved to English’s maternal uncle, Richard 
Fitzpatrick. To my knowledge none of the enslaved people from Florida or South Carolina had 
mining experience, but there was slave-based gold mining in Georgia, so it is possible English 
looked for gold mining experience in the people he purchased in that state. 
 
From all accounts the mine was not efficiently run and was operated with crude methods and 
tools.  The tunnel was on the ridge above Deer Creek, so ore had to be carried in baskets from 
the mine to the mill.  Nineteenth century sources reported that there was quality ore on the 
site, so if the enterprise was a failure, it may have been due to the operation.7  It is the case 
that by early 1852 English was short on cash. 
 
On August 27, 1852, at about noon William F. English was near Coyoteville when he was thrown 
from his horse.  His gun discharged and the shot struck him in the breast.  He died instantly. 8   

 
3 Nevada Journal, April 19, 1851, p. 2 and Sacramento Daily Union, June 10, 1851, p. 2. 
4 Nevada Journal, October 23, 1851, p. 2 
5 Bean, Edwin F, Bean’s History and Directory of Nevada County, 1867, p. 357. 

6 Bean, Edwin F., Bean’s History and Directory of Nevada County…, 1867, p. 362.  The same information is repeated on p. 203 of 

Harry Laurenz Wells History of Nevada County… 
7 See for example, “Opening of the Slave Mine Expedited,” Morning Union, August 10, 1934, p. 5. 
8 Nevada Journal, September 3, 1852, p. 2. 
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English is supposed to have been buried in Pioneer Cemetery in Nevada City, but the location of 
his grave is unknown.  His maternal uncle, Richard Fitzpatrick, who had earlier joined his 
nephew in California was the administrator of English’s estate.  An “Administrator’s Notice” was 
published in the Nevada Journal on October 1, 1852. 9  Fitzpatrick began advertising the sale of 
the mill and machinery in November.10  By November 30, 1853 Richard Fitzpatrick had returned 
to Texas.11 
 
Some of the former slaves remained on the Kentucky Ridge to mine for themselves, but many 
of the single men and those with families migrated down to Grass Valley and settled in the 
Boston Ravine area.  The families included the Thomas-Sanks, Allen, Mills, Green, etc.  As the 
early African American pioneers passed away the local press tended to assume that any Black 
person who had been in Grass Valley in the early 1850s had been at the Kentucky Ridge Mine, 
so over the years many people have been erroneously associated with the mine.  
 
Many of the former slaves went on to be pillars of the community and active in church and civil 
rights affairs.  In 1870 Joseph Thomas and his brother-in-law, Isaac Sanks, returned to Florida to 
visit family that had been left in Key West when Thomas, his brother, Jacob, and their sister, 
Chasey, had been among those taken on the Commodore Stockton.12  I would love to have 
heard the stories they told. 
 
Much of the early 20th century writing on the mine uses as its source an article written by Matt 
Hamilton for the San Francisco Chronicle on October 11, 1903 (see attached).  It is a frustrating 
piece because it is written in the “moonlight and magnolia” romanticized style of the Jim Crow 
era.  And it is full of erroneous information and assumptions: that English came from Georgia, 
that he had a wife (yet to be identified) who freed the slaves, that the enslaved were childishly 
devoted to him, etc., so I think it is safest to take it with a grain of salt.  That said, Hamilton was 
apparently a city editor for the Union, and writing in 1903 he could have very well talked with 
people still alive who remembered the mine.  Edmund Kenyon and others would later rely on 
Hamilton’s article for their writings.  Who knows if the illustrations are accurate?  The portrait 
of Chasey Sanks is likely fanciful, as she had died in 1896 at seventy years of age.   
 
I have not included here anything about the workings of the mine after 1852, but it was actively 
mined into the mid 20th century, so lots of information in the newspapers. Hopefully this is a 
help, but do let me know what, if any, of these supporting materials in the notes you would like 
to have.   
 
Linda 
 

 
9 Nevada Journal, October 1, 1852, p. 2. 
10 Nevada Journal, November 26, 1852, p. 3. 
11 Letter from Nathan H. Davis to Mary Davis, November 30, 1853.  Furman University Archives, Greenville, South Carolina. 
12 Daily Union, July 24, 1870, p. 3. 
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Overview and Maps, the Kentucky Ridge Mine Slave Colony 1851-1852 
 
Compiled by Chuck Scimeca, Nevada County Historic Landmarks Commissioner 
 
The focus of  this article, the years 1851-1852, is the period when mine owner 
William F. English brought the enslaved people from South Carolina and Florida, 
to operate the Kentucky Ridge Mine for him, using few tools, requiring difficult  
physical labor provided by the enslaved people. He also employed the use of a 
crude quartz mill to process the ore, called a Chile Mill. William English was killed 
in a gun accident in August of 1852, resulting in the quick dissolution of the mine 
property and relocation of many of the enslaved people to nearby areas.  
 
Albert B. Adams, years later, manager of the Kentucky Ridge Mine attempted to 
locate the cabins the enslaved people lived in. Adams said he saw “foundations of 
loose rock indicated that approximately forty dwellings had ranged on the higher 
ground above the mine tunnel.” 1 If Adams is correct, this would place the 
dwellings just  west and below Kentucky Ridge Road, which connects with Lone 
Lobo Trail. Note, an archeological survey is needed to confirm this and to 
establish if the rock foundation structure located below Craig Rohrsen’s 
residence, is a remnant of the original Chile Mill mentioned in Bean’s 1867 History 
and Directory of Nevada County.  
 

 
 

1 The Northern Mines, Factual Narratives of the Counties of Nevada, Placer, Sierra, Yuba and 
Portions of Plumas and Butte, Kinyon, Edmund, the Union Publishing Company, 1949, p.62 
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The graphic on the previous page is from the article, This California Mine Was 
Worked by Slave Labor, San Francisco Chronicle October 11, 1909, by Matt 
Hamilton. Pictured in the foreground  is the Chile Stamp Mill that operated at 
Kentucky Ridge Mine 1851-1852. 
 

(See the San Francisco Chronicle article by Matt Hamilton on p. 9, 10, 11) 
 
The source for the graphic used by the author in the San Francisco Chronicle 
article, notes it is taken from an “old woodcut.”2 The Chile mill’s actual existence 
in the year 1909 seems doubtful.3 But, the woodcut certainly could have been 
created by a Kentucky Ridge mine worker in 1851 to 1852 and then utilized years 
later for the article published in 1909. However, the woodcut could also have 
been a rendition created many years after operations concluded at the Kentucky 
Ridge Mine, long after the enslaved people had left for Grass Valley and 
surrounding towns. 
 
The description of the mill is more precisely described by Edwin F. Bean in his 
1867 History and Directory of Nevada County, “The erection of what was called, in 
those days, a quartz mill. This consisted of two large-sized Chile mill wheels and 
pan, driven by water power, with a capacity of reducing about two and half tons 
in twenty-four hours.”4 
 
 The Kentucky Ridge Mine was located above Deer Creek on the north east side, 
about 50 yards west of Lone Lobo Trail. The graphic in the article by Matt 
Hamilton shows water being brought down by flume, seen in the background, to 
the Chile Mill’s water wheel. The graphic also shows the mine entrance above 
with two enslaved people, (which corresponds to the location of the mine 
entrance today) dumping and shoveling ore into the mill. The source of the water 
brought by the flume appears to be towards  the top of Kentucky Ridge above the 
mine entrance. This would place the water source near the present location of the 

 
2 Woodcut is a relief printing technique in printmaking. An artist carves an image into the surface of a 
block of wood—typically with gouges—leaving the printing parts level with the surface while removing the 
non-printing parts. 
 
3 Nevada Journal, October23, 1851, p.2 
4 History and Directory of Nevada County, California, Bean, Edwin F. 1867 p.357 
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Nevada Irrigation District’s (NID) Newtown Canal (Ditch). The original ditch was 
completed in August of 1851.   
 
The Ditch  was built by Nixon and Young5. The Newtown ditch diverted water 
from Deer Creek below Nevada City and traveled about eight miles to Kentucky 
Flat. In a recent discussion with retired Nevada Irrigation District Historian, Terry 
Mayfield, he pointed out that within weeks of the August 1851 completion of the 
Newtown Ditch, water from Kentucky Flat would have been extended father west 
to various mining claims along the north facing slope of Kentucky Ridge, likely 
including that of the Kentucky Ridge Mine.  
 
The other possible source for the flume water that appears in the graphic by Matt 
Hamilton could be the old Pleasant Valley Ditch. This ditch appears on the Official 
Nevada County map 1913 on page 5. This ditch has its source on Deer Creek 
pictured in section 18, near  claim #305, the Niagara Gas Mining Claim. The ditch 
is located below Craig Rohrsen’s residence and just a few yards above the 
unknown rock and stone remnants that may be the site of the original Kentucky 
Mine Quartz Chile Mill. Presently the ditch is dry and appears not have been in 
use for many years. (photo, remnant of possible Quartz Chile Mill below). 
 

 

 
5 NID pre 1914 Water Rights Report to the Department of Water Resources State of California, 
October 28, 1986 
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Today the Newtown Canal (Ditch) continues along the Kentucky Ridge, joining the 
Pleasant Valley Ditch, then all the way to Lake Wildwood. 

            
The mine did operate well into the mid twentieth century. Photo above by Matt 
Hamilton, article San Francisco Chronicle 1909.     
 
Research has shown that in 1909 a second mine shaft at the Kentucky Ridge Mine, 
the Lower Tunnel was driven in below the original shaft and intersected that lode 
below the old workings.6 
 
This Nevada County map published in 1913 indicates by the red arrow, the 
Newtown Ditch ending just above the Kentucky Ridge Mine Company property in 
section 18. It also indicates by the red arrows the property owned by the mine in 
1913, indicated by the broken black lines. 
 
 
                     

 
6 Mining & Scientific Press page 468, 4-3-1909 
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Kentucky Mine Main Mine Shaft, Plaque Location and Possible remnants of Chile 
Mill indicated by Red Dots and Arrows 
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Plaque location, Craig and Laura Rohrsen property, 10615 Lone Lobo Trail,  
Nevada City, CA 95959 

 

 

Possible Chili Mill Remnant 
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Propose location of Kentucky Ridge Mine Plaque 
 

The plaque will be located a few yard east of applicant Craig Rohrsen’s residence. 
 

 
 

Plaque location 
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The Indianapolis Journal Dec. 1, 1903 reprint 
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The Chili Mill is similar to an arrastra with the exception that it does not use heavy 
stones that are drug, but instead uses one or more large stone wheels. 
 

 
Illustration is from Hutchings & Rosenfield San Francisco 1858, page 26 
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Nevada City Journal 9-3-1852 

Death of Colonel William F. English 
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County had First Black Candidates in 
State 

The Union, February 24, 2002 
By Ralph E. Shaffer, professor emeritus in history at Cal Poly Pomona 

 
 
Isaac T. Sanks was the first black candidate in Nevada County to run 
on a major party ticket, going for constable as a Republican in the 
mid-1890s. He was the son of Isaac Sanks, one of the first blacks to 
run for office in California in 1870. 
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The approaching statewide primary election (March 5) and this month’s 
commemoration of Black History make this an appropriate time to recall Nevada 
County’s remarkable role in establishment of black suffrage in California in 1870. 

The determination of Grass Valley’s black community and the county clerk’s 
courage in resisting the state attorney general gave Nevada County the distinction 
of having the first black candidates for public office in California. 

Up until 1870, voting rights in this state were limited to white adult males. Early 
that year the 15th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution eliminated the racial 
barrier. 

 
Democrats, controlling the California Legislature and all major state offices, 
argued that the amendment was illegal on numerous grounds and sought ways to 
prevent its implementation. 

State Attorney General Joseph Hamilton insisted that California law took 
precedence and instructed county clerks throughout the state to refuse black 
registration. 

He claimed the amendment needed further congressional legislation – establishing 
penalties for violations – before it became effective. On that grounds, all efforts by 
blacks to register were turned aside. 

Nevada County had the fifth-largest black population in the state, with 165 in 
1870. This was primarily the result of a mine established in 1851 by Col. William 
English, who brought nearly 100 slaves to his Kentucky Ridge claim near Grass 
Valley. 

English’s death shortly thereafter ended the operation, and many of his workers 
settled within the town limits. By 1870 a thriving black community existed in the 
town and included one of the state’s leading campaigners for black civil rights, the 
Rev. James H. Hubbard. 

Perhaps inspired by Hubbard, who spoke in support of black suffrage throughout 
Northern California, several Grass Valley residents attempted to register in early 
April. County Clerk J.J. Rogers initially consented and 15 black names went on the 
voter rolls. 

When informed of Attorney General Hamilton’s position, Rogers reversed himself 
and blocked additional registrations. 
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The letter to Rogers in which Hamilton explained his stand against registration was 
reprinted throughout the state and generally brought condemnation from editors. 
Even Democratic editors gradually conceded black suffrage was here, like it or not. 

Fortified by a growing support among journalists, and expectation that Congress 
would shortly pass legislation punishing registrars who disobeyed the amendment, 
Rogers again reversed his policy, and by mid-April more than 50 blacks had 
registered in the county. 

Grass Valley’s black residents were anxious to participate in the town election, 
scheduled for May 2. Even before Rogers had registered a single black, several 
papers reported that two Grass Valley blacks were planning to run for local office. 
They named Isaac Sanks, a 56-year-old Carolinian, and Jacob Sanders, 49, as 
likely candidates for marshal or town trustee. 

Two San Francisco dailies, the Chronicle and Bulletin, picked up the story, which 
was newsworthy since no other black candidates came forward in the local 
elections held statewide that same day. 

Despite their registration, the Grass Valley election board still refused to put the 
names of blacks on the local polling lists until certified copies of registration had 
been received from the county. 

As election day neared, Sanks, fearing the first opportunity to vote would pass 
without blacks’ participation, personally went to the clerk’s office in Nevada City 
and obtained proof of registration. On the weekend before the election, the board 
added the names of the 15 registered blacks residing within the town to the voting 
lists. 

By election day the Grass Valley Union had already announced that Sanders had 
publicly declared he was not a candidate. Despite that, when the ballots were 
counted Sanders received four votes for trustee, Sanks two. 

While they had the fewest votes of any of the 11 trustee candidates, they won the 
distinction of being the first black candidates in California history. 

Nearly a quarter century later, Isaac Sanks’ son would be the official, but losing, 
Republican nominee for Grass Valley constable, one of the first black candidates 
on a major party ticket in California. 

Ralph E. Shaffer, professor emeritus in history at Cal Poly Pomona 
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The following are clips from Edwin F. Beans 1867 Directory 
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Edwin F. Beans 1867 Directory 
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Edwin F. Beans 1867 Directory 
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Maria Bower article, January 2016 NCHS Bulletin
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Notes for Isaac Sanks story:  

1 Lapp, Rudolph M. Blacks in Gold Rush California., (New Haven and London, 
Yale University Press, 1977. p.270.  

2 Pacific Appeal (San Francisco, CA) Colored Men of California No. VIII. Isaac 
Sanks., Nov. 28, 1863, p.2. California Digital Newspaper Collection. http://cdnc. 
ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc.  

3 The Morning Union (Grass Valley, CA) Passed Away., Death of Isaac Sanks, Sr., 
After a Long Illness. May 9, 1894, p2. Doris Foley Library for Historical Research.  

4 Nevada County Reunion Register. 1878. Searls Library, Nevada City, CA. This 
information confirms the Pacific Appeal interview which said he arrived in the 
winter of 1852-53.  

5 Pacific Appeal. (San Francisco, CA) Died. July 5, 1862, p. 2.  

6 Shaffer, Ralph. The Union (Grass Valley, CA) County had first black candidates 
in state. February 25, 2002. p. A2.  
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Pacific Appeal, Volume II, Number 35, 28 November 1863 — c
[ARTICLE]
Back

(tonunutticationo.
Fur the Pacific Appeal.

Mn. c a u s e d  me to
suspend awhile my sketches of "Colored
Slen of California," and believing a trip in
the country would tend to recuperate my
physical powers, for two months, with su.ff
in hand, and knapsack on my buck, 1 have
been a wanderer o'er the land.

During-, my peregrinations, I  saw ( in -
cog) many who are representative men ;
who would shine in any community, and
under different and inure favorable circum-
stances, in which they would have had the
advantage of culture and education—they
would have emblazoned their names on the
pages o f  history, .tral achieved for  them-
selves fame and fortune. Such  a  one i s
the subject of the• following brit f and im-
perfect notice with whelp I will recommence
my sketches of—
COLORED M E N  O F  CALIFORNIA.

NO. VIII.
Isaac Banks.

It is  not alone among men of Scientific
attainments, the learned aml eloquent that
we find fitting representatives of the worth
and ability of our race. There are men in
the humble walks of life, who are secluded
from the public gaze, of retired habits,
and averse to notoriety, who claim n o
higher distinetiim than that which pertains
to being honest men and good citizens, but
who well deserve to have their names re-
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friends in NOV Yi)rk, gave him $250 00 to
pay his passage to this Country.

He arrived in California in the winter of
1852 3, and immediately proceeded t o
Grass Valley, where Col. English resided,
and where Mr. Sulks and his family have
since lived, honored and respected by deo

His first oceupatinn was mining, which
he pursued for several years with varied
success, until failing health, and the depre-
ciation of  mining Claims in that section,
induced him to  seek other employmeet.
He is now the general jobber for Grass
Valley, applying himself to farming, gar-
dening-, draying, etc. I n  fact, he is the
Most useful man in town. l i e  is noted fur
bin sterling h me sty and unvarying truth.
His word is never doubted. I f  Isaac as-
serts or contradicts anything it is useless
for anybody else to say aught against it.
His scholastic acquirement are few—slaves
are never sent to College. H e  can barely
read and write, with a superficial knowledge
of the minor rules of arithmetic, all of which
he has acquired since his arrival at years ()I'
manhood; but he possesses a strong mind,
retentive memory, sound judgment, and a
natural aptitude fur ealculatoin. These
qualities alrn4lst balance the deficiencies of
his education. H e  deeply regrets, how-
ever, that deficiency, us 1w is aware it les

Isens his usefulness, and adds to the many
disabilities under which he labors.

Mr. &inks is a conscientious Christian,
and a useful and influential member of the
A. M. E. Church. H e  is an exhitrter, and
his prayers and exhortations are fervent,
and at times eloquent—always clothed in
chaste and appropriate language. H i s
complexion i s  pure black, his features
sharp, regular and well defined : he is of

frami.
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supple and wiry, denoting. strength, activ-
ity and muscular power. H i s  Phrenologi-
cal devolopments evince veneratilin, con-
scientiousness, memory and love o f  home,
with but  l i tt le ideality. H i s  animal and
intellectual propensities are about equally
balanced, and are both controlled by a full
development of his in mat faculties.

Mr. Sankt; is now between forty-five and
fifty years o f  age, o f  nervous tempera-
%eta and healthy, but not robust constitu-
tion. T h e  family are t ru ly  patriotic—he
has two nephews, 80118 of Joseph Thomas,
in the Union army, and i f  Company A
Colored California Volunteers had have been
accepted, either Mr. Sacks or Mr. Thoinas
would have joined them. H e  has accumu-
lated some wealth, sufficient perhaps f o r
his moderate desires, but not as much us
his friends would wish, nor enough to ex-
cite the envy of  his foes, i f  he has any,
which I much doubt.

Mr. Sanks i s  Agent of  the PACIFIC A i - -
PEAL in Grass Valley, and his short, pithy,
terse and epigramnatical communications,
in which he  notes passing events would
do credit to a professional letter-writer.

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 3d, 1863.
C.

For the Pacific Appeal.
L:terary Crimes.

The cardinal sins known among literary
and educated men a re  plagiarism and
interpolation. T h e y  arc no t  recognized
at common law as crimes : they do not ren-
der the perpctratiu. indictable for libel MI-
der any statutory code, nor do they come
under tile general term "slander," but they
are meaner and more despicable than either.
T.iey are crimes against the highest art of
literature, and he who is guilty of the corn-
- •  •  . . . . .  _  _
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